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Acronyms

ICPC   Independent Corrupt Practices Commission
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 The Malabu Scandal is adjudged to be one of Africa’s most controversial and 

corrupt oil deals. It has been 23 years (1998) since the illegal award of the OPL 245 and 9 

years (2011) since the deal was consummated for about $1.1b. 

“ifollowthemoney.org” to
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5 million people on Kiss FM 99.9 (House of Parapo show)

#AuditMoneytrail, 

#AuditOurMoney and #AuditFinanceNG

reaching over 5 Million persons with our 

well designed and structured citizens driven messages. 

Founder, FollowTheMoney



Advocacy Visit to Independent
and Corrupt Practices Commission (ICPC)

Federation on the Federal Audit Service Commission Bill 
and the Malabu Scandal
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On the 20th of March, 2020, in order to foster 

partnership with the ICPC, on the Money trail 

project, CODE embarked on an advocacy visit to 

including board members of the ICPC. Various 

issues were discussed during the meeting,

challenges and possible roadmaps to address 

IFF, especially in the extractive sector where it is 

more susceptible. The team gathered that the 

ICPC had little investigative and prosecutorial 

nexus with the Malabu Scandal as they stated 

that the Economic and Financial Crimes

Commission (EFCC) undertook bulk of the

investigation and prosecution from inception. 

Through our robust engagements on the Money 

Trail project, on the 17th of June 2020, Connected

Development team paid a courtesy visit to the 

Special Adviser to the Auditor General of the 

Federation to garner their support and

collaboration for the project and joint

advocacy on the passage of the Federal Audit 

Service Commission Bill. A major outcome from 

committed to partner with CODE on its Follow 

the Money Initiative for performance audits of 

MDAs and social projects. 

Key Project Activities
Project Goal



Advocacy Visit
to Senate Public Accounts Committee

On the 30th September, 2020, in order to inter alia determine the challenges on the enactment of the 

Audit Bill, the oversight workings of the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) and foster collaboration with 

the Senate Public Accounts Committee Department of the National Assembly on the Money trail

project, CODE embarked on an advocacy visit to the committee/department. The Director and other 

During the meeting, CODE briefed the Director of the aims of the Money Trail project in strengthening 

was being given the needed legislative attention again despite previous setbacks. By the end of the 

meeting, the Director solicited a collaboration with CODE/FollowTheMoney, invited CODE to meet with 

the Senate’s PAC Chairman for broader deliberations, and promised to invite CODE in subsequent

public audit hearings. 
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Tweet Chat /Facebook /IG Live on the Malabu Scandal
and its socio-economic implications

tweetchats on the 28th of May, Facebook live on the 10th of June, and IG Live series on the 28th of 

June, 2020. Focus for each of these conversations were: 

These conversations provided the platforms for citizens to jump on these issues and amplify the need 

and steps required for the government to strengthen the legislative framework as an instrument to 

curb corruption and streamline public accountability across sectors and institutions in Nigeria. 

Our facebook live reached 189 people; Our Instagram Live reached 181 people; and Tweetchat reached 

106,060 potential reach and 2.7M impressions.

Why is the Auditor-General, the Auditor- 

General FOR the Federation and not OF

The AuGF reported that 65 MDAs had never

Also, the 2017 Audit Report published by the 

AuGF had defaulting MDAs rising to 265, from 

160 in 2016.
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 Town Hall Meeting on the #followthemoney Platform

Symposium on the Malabu “OPL 245” Scandal;
Galvanizing citizens against corruption

To widen our reach on the campaign,

Connected Development utilized its social 

accountability platform “ifollowthemoney.org” 

with over 7,400 volunteers to build more

momentum and activate citizens ownership of 

the project and anti-corruption campaign. We 

organised a town hall meeting on the 4th of June 

2020 and presented participants with updates 

and information on the Malabu scandal and the 

dire need for the passage of the Audit bill. 

Over the years, there have been varying interven-

tions and contributions from international donors 

and civil society organisations on the Malabu 

Scandal with more current updates and factual 

jurisdictional court proceedings (civil/criminal). 

Inorder to provide the public with the latest 

development on the case, CODE/OXFAM Novib 

organised a symposium on the 11th of June 2020,  

in partnership with Global Witness and Premium 

Times centre for Investigative journalism. 



In a bid to elaborate and continuously paint a clear picture on the urgency for citizens to collectively 

take actions whilst updating them on happening around the Malabu Scandal,  we organised a virtual 

discussion on facebook on Tuesday the 6th of July 2020 with 3 panelists (Oluwadare Kolawole Deputy 

Director, SERAP; Margot Gibbs, senior Reporter Finance Uncovered; and Folahan Johnson, Extractive 

Lead BudgIT) who shared insights on the happenings and developments around the Malabu Scandal, 

of the Federation, Mohammed Adoke; Former Minister of Petroleum Resources, Alison Deziani, 

Dan Etete, and others  many of whom are 

currently being prosecuted by the EFCC.

Major highlights from the event revealed to the 

public that While investigations and trials are still 

ongoing in Nigeria and other western countries, 

no one has been convicted in Nigeria till date. 

multifaceted litigations and criminal 

prosecutions against the litany of local and 

foreign actors in several jurisdictions including 

Italy, France, Netherland, Switzerland, United 

States and Britain. Some of these foreign courts 

have also indicted Shell, Eni and convicted a few 

Nigerian actors including Emeka Obi in Italy.

Find a full report here; listen to our conversation 

here and watch the Facebook live here 
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A Webinar on Nigeria’s Anti- Corruption  War; 
A Malabu Scandal Perspective

During the symposium, Barnaby Pace (senior Campaigner/Investigator, Global Witness) provided 

updates on the court proceedings in the United Kingdom and Italy. He further highlighted that the 

(Private Jet) belonging to Dan Etete purchased with proceeds of the Malabu Scandal.

mostly the marginalized populace. 

Through the symposium, we reached over 900 persons on Facebook and had 198 participants attend 

the event on Zoom.
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A Mega Anti- Corruption Town Hall Meeting 
on The Federal Audit Service Commission Bill

To balance the narrative and create a platform for the government to dialogue with citizens on their 

position, actions and steps towards bringing justice to the Nigerian people on the Malabu scandal and 

mitigate against future occurrences through policy institutionalization against grand corruption and 

Assembly; and Federal Ministry of Finance. 

Issues surrounding the malabu scandal and the federal audit bill were critically and evidentially 

was that Charles Abana Esq., the Head of Legal, Compliance and Enforcement of the Fiscal 

Responsibility Commission pledged the Commission’s support in ensuring the enactment of the 

which is also the Commission’s goal.

The meeting recorded 137 participants on zoom.

Find attendance matrix here and zoom recording here. Find full details here
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Write Your Legislator Campaign 

In order to engage citizens to take ownership of the process and anti-corruption campaign towards 

strengthening the public audit regime by petitioning their legislators to support the federal audit 

service commission bill and accelerate its enactment. CODE utilized its zonal and state structure to 

mobilize over 300 citizens who delivered 651 letters to their representatives. This campaign was further 

tweet directly at their legislators on the need for them to pass the audit bill. Currently, few responses 

have been gathered from some legislators in support of the bill, however, the bill continues to receive 
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Amplifying Voices and Galvanizing Citizens Against
Corruption Through Strategic Radio Advocacy, 
Sensitization & Bulk SMS

In achieving the project goal, CODE utilized Follow The Money Radio on Kiss FM 99.9 and Bulk SMS dis-

patch as a means to reach more citizens especially rural dwellers across hard to reach communities to 

massively transmit our campaign and create awareness on the Malabu Scandal and the Audit bill. Five 

episodes of the radio program were aired reaching over 5 million people and a series of bulk sms were 

dispatched.

Episode One - Here Episode Two - Here Episode Three - Here

Episode Four - Here Episode Five - Here
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Social Media Advocacy Reach

the socio-economic growth of Nigeria and the urgency required to pass the audit bill. Through these 

engagements and well crafted messages, we trended the #AuditMoneytrail, #AuditOurMoney and 

#AuditFinanceNG for 3 days and recorded a reach of 1,311,493 users, 1,820,152 users and 1,942,267

NDDC probe ongoing at that time.

Comprehensively, throughout the project lifespan:

• On Twitter, we gathered over 5000 tweets, 5Million potential reach, mentions and an average of 

42.6M potential impressions. 

• On Facebook, our posts reached 1,262 accounts, and we had 85 likes. 

• On Instagram, our posts reached 181 accounts.

Due to the intense, strategic advocacy and citizens-led campaigns:

The Companies and Allied Matters ‘CAMA’ enacted in 2020 to repeal the 1990 version - by vir-

Limited Liability companies (PLC) to Private Limited Liability companies (LTD) to entrench and 

gas sector.

hearings.

The Senate Constitution Review Committee called for the submission of Memoranda on the 

alteration of provisions of the Constitution and Point 9 of the Call acknowledged and provided 

-

tion”. Pursuant to that Call, Connected Development submitted a

comprehensive Memorandum to the Committee on altering/repealing sections of the Consti-

tution which inhibit the independence and oversight of the Auditor-General for the Federation. 

Project Outcomes
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Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and lockdown, we were limited to the virtual space for most 

of our activities. A major challenge as a result of this was poor network during virtual engage-

ments, impeding our reach and projected outcomes.

The pandemic stalled our planned engagements with top governmental agencies, the federal 

legislators and the Presidency. Notwithstanding, we kept utilizing diverse  approaches to 

reach more citizens and decision makers.

Sustain the advocacy for the passage and assent of the FASC Bill, leveraging the over 7400 

ifollowthemoney.org volunteers, social media tools, media publications and targeted stake-

holder engagements.

Advocate for the repeal of Section 85(3) of the Constitution to allow and empower the AuGF to 

audit statutory corporations, commissions and bodies.

Advocate for the replication of Audit laws and frameworks at sub-national level.

Conduct a needs assessment and activate citizens led campaigns on the status of  educa-

Challenges and Lessons Learnt

Next Steps
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Connected Development connected_devconnected_devConnected Development [CODE]
3rd Floor, D Wing, Bassan Plaza,
Central Area, FCT Abuja


